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              The Problem of Fenchel about F-Groups

                               Takanori MATSUNO*

                                   Abstract
              The problem of Fenchel about F-groups is solved by S.
        Bundgaard, J.Nielsen and R.H.Fox. But in this paper, we give an
        another proof by direct construction of permutation monodromies.
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1 Introduction Let Åëi be the homomorphism fromFto Gi
                                         defined by Åëi(S,•) = 1 for (1' # i- 1, i, i+
  The part of the problem of Fenchel about F- 1)Åëi(Si-i) = Ai, Åëi(Si) = Bi, Åëi(Si+i) == (i4i
                       in 1952(see Fox [4] Bi )-i.Let Ni be the kernel of Åëi. Put N= N2ngroups that R.H.F               ox solved
) is stated as follows: Let ni,...,nd be integers ...nIVd-i. Then Nhas the required properties.
greater than 1. Let F be a group generated by
d elements Si,...,Sd with the defining system

of relations Let D= ni Pi +...+nd.Pd be the effective
      d divisor of the complex projective line Pi. The
     II Si =1 Si"i =1 (i -- 1,...,d). truth of this part of the problem implies that

     i=i there isafinite Galois covering T:X- .Pi
   It is known that the only elements of finite which branches at D if and only if (i)d = 2 and

order inFare the elements ni =n2 or (ii)d)3(see Namba [8] ).In this
         S,1 (k ) o, i-- 1,...,d) PaPer we shall prove:

and their conjugates (see [5]). Theorem1Supposed)3. Forany integers
                                         nj (j' = 1,...,d) greater than 1, there can be
   FenchePs problem Does F possess a nor- found permutations Aj• (j' = 1,...,d) of order
malsubgroup N with finite index in F and con- nJ• respectively such that AiA2...Ad = 1 and
tainingnoelement offiniteorderotherthanunity the group G generated by Aj• (j' = 1,...,d) is

? atransitive subgroup of the symmetric group of
F isifcgci,,i.O,rthdfi-'.,2t.a".gd",i,,E.nt2ri.tthxin Lhe{ig}rohu.p. :.iiiitS:;S,;'{.2?}ietters, where n 2s the maxzmum

the required properties. Fox gave the aMrMatiVe From Theorem 1 we have:
answer of this problem for the case of d ) 3 by
proving the following lemma in hiS PaPer [4]- Theorem 2 Let Ti(Pi -{Pi,-••,Pd}) = <

b anLde{PIIIr7a;er(thFaOnXgeth),.FOZ,",n,Y,as't:g,E,ZS•.:,' 7aij"6&p'rdof!pI"-' k',b,11.fi,'p>,}.beL2h,e"".d,{IBf"-'

A andB ofordera andb respectively such that {Pi,•-•,Pd}) - G be the homomorphism de-
AB has the order c. fined by W(7j)=Aj) where 4• are pernzutations
                 . ' andG is thegroup given in TheoTN2ml. Then for
   Using this lemma, Fox solved the part of the effective divisorD=niPi+...ndPd (d)3)
Fenchel's problem as follows: We can find a per- there exists a Jinite Galois covering T : X - Pi
mutation Ai of order ni-i and apermutation Bi which branches at D and is the Galois elosure of
of order ni such that the permutation AiBi has a covering over Pi of degree either n or 2n with
the order ni+i for each i= 2,...,d- 1. Let Gi the monodromy representation V, where n is the
be the group generated by Ai and Bi. maximum number of {nj}.
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   Here, a Galois covering T : X - Pi is called
the Galois closure of a covering pt : Y . Pi if

(a) there is acoveringv:X --ÅÄ Y such that
pt ou = T and (b) for any Galois covering T' :
X' - Pi and a covering u' : X' . Y such that
paou' = T' , there is a covering g: X' -+ X such
     'that v =vog.

   Remark 1. IVote that from Theorem 1 we
have a rather dinect proof for Fenchel's problem

than those proofs which have been known (see
[2] [3] [4] [7]). In fa ct, let Åë : F . G be the ho mo-

morphism defined by Åë(Si•) = AJ•, where Ai' are

the permutations in Theorem 1. Let N be the
kernel of rp. Then N is a normal subgroup of
F which has the required properties of Fenchet's
problem. IVote also that we can calculate prac-
tically the group F/N which is the Galois group
of the eovering T : X . Pi by using a com-
puter white we cannot do it by other's method of
proving Fenchel's problem.

   Furthermore we have as a corollaly to the
proof of Theorem 1:

   Theorem 3 Suppose d 2 4. Let D = ni Pi +
... + ndPd be any effective divisor with ni > 2
of the complex prol'ective line Pi. Then,'thM

ere
are infintely many (non isomorphie? finite Ga-
lois covert'ngs rr : X . Pi over Pi which branch

at D.

   Though Theorem 3 can be proved by consid-
ering of characteristic subgroups of the funda-
mental group Ti(X) of X ( see Macbeath [6] ),
we will give another proof of Theorem 3 by con-
structing permutations explicitly in this paper.
   In the final section, we also give another proof

of the part of Fenchel's problem that S.Bundgaard
and J.Nielsen solved in 1951 (see [1]).

2 Proof of the Theorem 1
  We may assume that ni = max{njll g 1' -<
d}. First we assume ni 2 3. We will give a
concrete construction of {AJ•} inductive!y. The
construction will be divided into four cases: (I)
ni is odd and n2 is odd; (II) ni is odd and n2
is even; (III) ni is even and n2 is odd; (IV)
ni is even and n2 is even. (I) If ni is odd
and n2 is odd, then we take Ai and A2 as fol-
lows: Al = (un, un,-1 ••• ul) and A2 = (un2
un,-i t•• ui). Then the product AiA2 must
be AIA2 =(Un, Un,-1 ••- Un2+1 Un2-1,Un2-3
••• U2 Un2 ••• U3 Ul) (if nl > n2)AIA2 =
(Unl Unl-2 ••• Ul Unl-1 ••• U2) (if nl = n2)
AiA2 has order ni.

   (II) If ni is odd and n2 is even, then we
take Ai and A2 as follows: Ai = (Wni-n2 ••-

U)I Un2-2 Unr4••• U2 Vl Un2-1 Un2-3 •••
ui)and A2 = (ui u2 ... u.,-i vi). Then the
product AiA2 must be AiA2 = (Wni-n2 •••
W2 Wi Un2-i ••• U2 ui). AiA2 is a single cycle
of order ni - 1.

   If ni is odd, n2 is even and n3 is even, then

we change the symbols {ui ••• un2-i Wi ••-
Wni-n2} intO {Xl) ••• )Xn3-1) Yl ••• Ynl-n3}
SUCh that (2Vn,-n, ••• W2 U)1 Un2-1 ••• U2 Ul)
=(Xl ••• Xn3-1 Yl ••• Yn,-n,)• We take A3
as follows: A3 = (xi x2 ... xn,-i zi). Then
the product Ai A2 A3 must be Ai A2 A3 = (xi

X3 ••• Xn3-1 Yl ••• Yni-n3 X2 X4 ••- Xn3-2
zi). Ai A2 A3 is a single cycle of order ni.

   If ni is odd, n2 is even, n3 is odd and n3 <
ni, then we change the symbols {ui, •••, un,-i,
Wl,•••iU7ni-n2}intO {Xl)•••, Xn3) Yl, •••,
Yni-n3-1} SUCh that (Wni-n2 ••• W2 Wl
"Jn2-1 Un2-2••• U2 'Jl) =(Xl ••• Xn3 Yi •••
Yni-n3-i)• We take A3 as follows: A3 = (xi
... x.,). Then the product Ai A2 A3 must
be Al A2 A3 = (Xl X3 •-• Xn3 Yl Y2 •''
Yni-n3-i X2 X4 •-• Xn,-i)• Ai A2 A3 is asingle
cycle of order ni - 1.

   If ni is odd, n2 is even and n3 = ni, then
we change the symbols {ui, •••, Un2-i, Wi, -••,
Wni-n2} intO {Xl, X2; •••, Xn,-2, yl} such that

(Wni-n2 ••• W2 Wl Un2-1 Un2-2 ••• U2 Ul)
= (Yi Xni-2 ••• xi)• We take A3 as follows:
A3 = (Xl X3 ••• Xni-2 Yl X2 X4 ••• Xni-3
zi). Then the product Ai A2 A3 must be Ai A2
A3 = (xi x2 ••• xn,-2 zi)• Ai A2 A3 isa
single cycle of order ni-1. '
   If ni is odd, n2 is even, n3 is odd, n3 <
ni and n4 is even, then we change the symbols
{Xl, •••, Xn3, Yl, •••, Yni-n3-1} intO {Xl, •••)

Xn4-1,Yli•••, Yn,-n,} SUCh that (xl x3 ...
Xn3 Yl Y2 ••• Yni-n3-1 X2X4 ••• Xn3-1) --
(Xl X2 ••• Xn4-I YI Y2 ••• Yni-n4)• We
take A4 as follows: A4 = (Xi ••• Xn4-i Zi)•
Then the product Ai A2 A3 A4 must be Ai A2
A3 A4=(Xl X3 ••• Xn,-1 Yl ••• Yni-n4
X2 X4 ••• Xn,-2 Zi). Ai A2 A3 A4 is asingle
cycle of order ni.

   If ni is odd, n2 is even and n3 = ni and
n4 is even, then we change the symbols {xi,
X2, •••, Xni-2, Zl} intO {Xl, +••, Xn4-1, Yl,

...
, Yn,-n,} SUCh that (Xl X2 ••• Xni-2 Zl)

=(Xl X2 ••• Xn,-1 Yl Y2 ••• Yni-n4)• We
take A4 as follows: A4 == (Xi ••• Xn4-i Zi)-
Then the product Ai A2 A3 A4 must be Ai A2
A3 A4=(Xl X3 ••• Xn4-1 Yl •-• Yni-n4
X2 X4 ••• Xn,-2 Zi)•Ai A2 A3 A4 isasingle
cycle of order ni.

   (III) If ni is even and n2 is odd, then we
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take Ai and A2 as follows: Ai = (ui ••• Un2
Vi •+• Vn,-n,)and A2 = (ui ... un,). Then
the product AiA2 must be Ai A2 = (ui u3 •••
Un2 Vl ••• Vni-n2 U2 U4 ••• Un2-1)• AIA2 iS
a single cycle of order ni.

   (IV) If ni is even and n2 is even, then we take

Ai and A2 as follows: Ai = (Wni-n2 ••• Wi
Un2-2 Un2-4 ••• U2 V Un2-1 Un2-3 ••• Ul)
and A2 = (ui ... un,mi v). Then the prod-
uct Ai A2 must be Ai A2 = (Wni-n2 •••
W2 Wl Un2-1 Un2-2 ••• U2 ui). Al A2 is asingle
cycle of order ni - 1.
   If ni is even, n2 is even and n3 is odd, then
we change the symbols {ui)•+•, Un2-i, Wi, •••,
Wni-n2} intO {Xl,•••,Xni-1} SUCh that (Wni-n2
••• W2 Wl Un2-1 Un2-2••• U2 Ul) =(Xl •••
xn,-i). We take A3 as follows: A3 = (xi ...
x.,). Then the product Ai A2 A3 must be Ai A2
A3=(Xl X3 ••• Xn3 Xn3+1 ••• Xni-1 X2 X4,
••• Xn3-i)• ]4i A2 A3 is a single cycle of order

ni - 1.
   If ni is even, n2 is even, n3 is odd and n4 is
even, then we change the symbols {xi,•••,xni-i}
intO {Xl)•••, Xn,-1, Yl,+••,Yn,-n,} SUCh that
(Xl X3 ••• Xn3 Xn3+1 Xni-1 X2 X4 ••• Xn3-1)
= (Xl ••• Xn4-1 Yl •••, Yn,-n,). We take
A4 as follows: A4 = (Xi ... X.,-i Zi). Then
the product Ai A2 A3 A4 must be Ai A2 A3 A4
=(Xl X3 ••• Xn4-1 Yl ••• Yni-n4 X2 X4
••• Xn4-2 Zi)• Ai A2 A3 A4 is a single cycle
of order ni.

   If ni is even, n2 is even and n3 is even, then

we change the symbols {ui,•••, Un2-i,Wi, •••,
Wni-n2} intO {Xl,•••,Xn3-1, Yl,-•-,Yni-n3} SUCh
that(Wni-n2 ••• W2 Wl Un2-1 Un2-2••• U2 Ul)
= (Xl ••• Xn3-1 Yl --• Yn,-n,)• We take A3
as follows: A3 = (xi ... x.,-i zi). Then the
product Ai A2 A3 must be AiA2A3 = (xi x3
'•' Xn3-1 Yl ••• Yni-n3 X2 X4 ••• Xn3-2 Zl)•
Ai A2 A3 is a single cycle of order ni.
   In this way, we can inductively find permuta-
tions Ai,...,Ad-2 such that each A]• is a single
cycle of order nj• and the product Ai...Ad-2 is
also a single cycle of order ni or ni - 1. By the

following lemma which is only a little different
from the original lemma of Fox we can find per-
mutations Ad-i and Ad of order nd-i and nd
respectively such that (Ad.i Ad)"i is either a

single cycle of order ni or ni - 1 or a product
of two single cycles with no common symbol of
order ni or ni - 1 and that the group generated
by Ad-i and Ad is a transitive subgroup.

   Lemma 2 Given any three integers a > 1,
b > 1 andc ) max{a,b}, there can be found
a permutation A of order a and a permutation
B of order b such that AB is a single cycle of

orderc or a product of two single cycles with no

common symbol of order c and that the group
generated by A and B is a transitive subgroup of
the symmetrie group ofc symbols or 2c symbols.

   Proof of Lemma 2. By the proof of Fox (see
[2]), the case that has not been proved is on}y

the case a=b= c. Ifa=b=c is odd, then
we put A= (ui u2 ... ua) and B= (ui u2
... ua). Then the product AB must be AB =
(Ui U3 ••• ua u2 u4 ••. ua-i). AB isasingle
cycle of order a. If a = b = c is even, then
we putA=(ui u2 ... ua)(vi v2 ... va) and
B=(Ul U2 ••• Ua-1 Va)(Vl V2 ••• Va-1 Ua)•
Then the product AB must be AB = (ui u3 •• •
Ua-1 Vl V3 -•• Va-1)(U2 U4 ••• Ua-2 Va V2 V4
••• va"2 ua). AB is a product of two single
cycles of order a. q.e.d.

   If the order of the product AiA2 ... Ad-2 is
ni (resp. ni - 1) and we can find Ad-i and Ad
such that (Ad-iAd)-i is a single cycle of order

ni (resp. ni - 1), we can change the symbols
suitably such that AiA2...Ad.2 Ad-iu4d = 1•
If the order of the product AiA2 ..• Ad"2 is
ni (resp. ni - 1) and we can find Ad-i and Ad
such that (Ad-i Ad)-i is a product of two single

cycles of order ni (resp. ni - 1), we can find
permutations {A'i,..., A'd.2} such that A'j is
the same type as Aj and {A'i, ..., A'd-2} have
no common letter with {Ai, . . . , Ad-2}. Put A"j

= Aj A'j (j' -- 1, ...d-2). Then we can change
the symbols suitably such that

       AttlAtt2 . . . At'd-2Ad-IAd = 1.

Note that AjA'k = A'kAj for j' ,k= 1,...,d-
2. A"i,A"2, ..., A"d-2, Ad-i, Ad have required

propertles.
   Next we assume ni = 2, then ni == n2 = .••
= nd = 2. In this case if d is even, it is trivial
that we can find permutations Ai, . . . , Ad which

have required conditions. In fact put AJ' = (ui u2)
for every i If d is odd, then we find Aj• induc-
tively as follows. Put Ai = (ui u2) (vi v2) and
A2 == (ui v2) (vi u2). Then Ai A2 = (ui vi)
(u2 v2). So if the product Ai ... Ad-i = (x y)
(z w), put Ad = (x y) (z w). This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

   Now we give the proof of Theorem 3.

   Proof of Theorem 3. If the product nin2 is
odd, then we take L as L is a odd integer greater
than ni. If the product nin2 is even and either
ni or n2 is odd, then we take L as L is a even
integer greater than ni. If ni and n2 is even,
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then we take L such as L is a odd integer greater

than ni. From the proof of Fox of Lemma 1, we
can find permutations Ai and A2 of order ni
and n2 such that the product AiA2 is a single
cycle of order L. Then we thiRk L as ni. By
the similar way above we can find permutations
A3,...,Ad which have the required conditions.
Note that we can take L in an infinitely many
way. q.e.d.

                                   '
3 AnotherproofofFenchel's
     problem

 In asimmilar way, we can give another proofof
the part of Fenchel's problem that S.Bundgaard
and J.Nielsen solved in 1951 (see [1]). Let M
be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. Let
Tl(M - {ql,...,qd}) = < al,•••,ag,Pl, •••,
Pg,7i,•••,7dl fl[oric,Pk]7i•••7d = 1 > be the
fundamentai group of M- {gi,..., qd}. From
Lemma 2, for a given integer m greater than 1,
we can find a permutation A of order 2 and a
permutation B of order 2 such that the prod-
uct AB is a single cycle of order 2m. Then
ABA-iB-i = ABAB = (AB)2 is a product
of two single cycles of order m. Now it is easy
to see that for given integers mJ• (j' = 1,...,d)

greater than 1 there exists a permutation A of
order 2 and a permutation B of order 2 and per-
mutations {Cj•} of order mJ• (j' = 1,...,d) re-
spectively such that ABA-iB-iCi ...Cd = 1
and that the group G generated by {A,B,Cj•
(J' = 1,...,d)} is a transitive subgroup. Let
Åë : Ti(M - {ai,•••,qd}) -G be the homomor-
phism defined by Åë(ai) = A, Åë(fii ) = B, Åë(ai)

=1 (t=2, ...,g), Åë(Pi)=1 (t= 2, ...,g),
Åë(7j') = Cj' (j' = 1, ...,d). Then Ker(Åë) has
the required properties.
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